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Background: The effectiveness of intraoperative povidone–iodine (PVI) application in the reduction of
surgical-site infection (SSI) remains controversial. This meta-analysis was performed to assess the effect
of intraoperative PVI application compared with no antiseptic solution (saline or nothing) on the SSI
rate.
Methods: The meta-analysis included randomized controlled trials that compared intraoperative PVI
lavage with no PVI in patients undergoing surgery with SSI as the primary outcome. A fixed-effects or
random-effects model was used as appropriate, and heterogeneity was assessed by the Cochran Q and
the I2 value.
Results: Twenty-four randomized controlled trials totalling 5004 patients (2465 patients with PVI and
2539 patients without) were included: 15 in the main analysis and nine in the sensitivity analysis. The
rate of SSI was 8·0 per cent in the PVI group and 13·4 per cent in the control group. Intraoperative PVI
application significantly decreased the SSI rate (relative risk 0·58, 95 per cent confidence interval 0·40
to 0·83; P = 0·003) and consistent results were observed in subgroup analyses according to the method
of PVI administration, its timing and the type of surgery.
Conclusion: The meta-analysis results suggested that the use of intraoperative PVI reduced rates of SSI.
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Introduction

Surgical-site infection (SSI) is the most common hospital-
acquired infection after surgery1. In France2 and the UK3,
SSIs are the third most common hospital-acquired infec-
tion overall (14 per cent), and the most common in Finland
(29 per cent)4. They result in increased duration of post-
operative hospital stay, increased mortality5 and higher
costs6. Reducing the SSI rate is thus a major priority for
infection control teams.

Surgeons’ practices differ with regard to intraoperative
lavage, and particularly the solutions used (antiseptic or
saline). In 2005, Whiteside and colleagues7 found that
97 per cent of general surgeons used intraoperative peri-
toneal lavage in patients with peritonitis; saline was the
most frequently used fluid and povidone–iodine (PVI) the
most frequent antiseptic. Another survey of orthopaedic
surgeons in 2008 revealed that 87 per cent used saline
lavage alone, or with bacitracin, for open fracture man-
agement, 6 per cent used an iodine-based antiseptic and

2 per cent chlorhexidine; the majority of surgeons believed
that iodine was more effective than saline8.

Many studies have compared the SSI rate between
patients with and without intraoperative antiseptic lavage,
but their results are controversial. The most frequently
used antiseptic is PVI, applied either by irrigation or by
spray. A recent literature review reported the potential
efficacy of intraoperative irrigation of PVI in preventing
SSI9, but the authors did not perform a meta-analysis to
quantify this effect. Several guidelines for the prevention
of SSI have already been published10,11. These mainly
focused on preoperative preparation (skin disinfection, hair
removal, antibiotic prophylaxis). Recently, the National
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) has
published guidelines on SSI prevention, including the
intraoperative phase12. Its methodology was not well
detailed and some randomized trials comparing the SSI
rate between patients with and without intraoperative PVI
were not included in its literature review.

The main goal of this meta-analysis was to assess the
effectiveness of intraoperative PVI in the reduction of SSI.
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The secondary goal was to assess its effectiveness according
to the method of administration (spray or irrigation).

Methods

The QUOROM (quality of reporting meta-analyses)
statement13 and Cochrane Collaboration handbook14 were
used as guidance for the completion of this meta-analysis.

Search strategy

An extensive unrestricted computerized literature search
was conducted on several sources (MEDLINE, ScienceDi-
rect, LILACS and Cochrane Central Register of Con-
trolled Trials, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews,
database of abstracts of reviews of effects, Health Tech-
nology Assessment database) to identify studies published
from the inception of each database to November 2009.
The following keywords were used in various combina-
tions: antiseptics, antisepsis, povidone–iodine AND irri-
gation, fluid lavage, wound irrigation, spray, spraying AND
surgery, surgical wound infections. The titles and abstracts
of studies that were potentially relevant were scanned.
When the studies seemed to meet eligibility criteria, or
when information was insufficient to exclude them, the
full articles were read. The reference lists of the retrieved
articles, or of articles dealing with literature review, were
scanned for additional studies. Data from abstracts, con-
ference proceedings and correspondence were included
as long as the data were not subsequently duplicated in
published articles.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Randomized controlled trials that compared intraoperative
PVI application versus no PVI during surgery, with
postoperative SSI as the primary outcome were included.
Intraoperative application was defined as PVI just before
or after wound closure.

Exclusion criteria were: non-randomized trials, studies
reporting only bacterial endpoints (bacteriological counts)
and studies performed on animals. Articles dealing with
interventions for a SSI, or patients having emergency
sutures, or with lacerations or burn wounds were
also excluded. Review articles were excluded, although
these papers were identified and searched for additional
references.

Data abstraction and quality assessment

Two reviewers independently screened articles eligible
for inclusion. Disagreements were settled by discussion

with a third reviewer who was unaware of the reason
for discrepancies. A standard form was used to assess
the eligibility of each study on the basis of the full
article. Information was extracted on study characteristics
(randomization procedure, blind assessment at baseline
and follow-up, follow-up interval, intention-to-treat
analyses and losses to follow-up), participants (inclusion
criteria, numbers of individuals in randomized groups,
age of participants, baseline comparisons, and country
and date of recruitment), intervention and outcomes.
Methodological quality assessment was performed based on
several criteria: randomization, concealment of allocation,
blinding and completeness of follow-up. The risk of bias
was consequently graded as low, moderate or high14.

To explore potential sources of heterogeneity, the
number of patients who also had antibiotic prophylaxis
or treatment was recorded, as well as the type of surgery
and publication date.

Quantitative data synthesis

All analyses were performed with Stata software version
10 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas, USA). The pooled
effect estimates for binary variables were expressed as
a relative risk (RR) with 95 per cent confidence interval.
Meta-analyses were done using a fixed-effects model, unless
significant heterogeneity was observed, in which case a
random-effects model was used. Cochran Q and I2 measure
of inconsistency15 were used to assess the heterogeneity
of results, which was defined as low, moderate and high
according to I2 values of 25, 50 and 75 per cent respectively.

A sensitivity analysis was done by including studies with
a lower methodological quality (studies with a risk of bias
graded as moderate). Separate analyses were performed
according to the method of administration of PVI (spray
versus irrigation). Subgroup analyses were also carried out
according to publication date, type of surgery, timing of
application of PVI (before or after wound closure) and the
depth of any subsequent infection (superficial or deep).

Publication bias was assessed by a funnel plot, in which
the RR for each study was plotted against its standard error.
It was also assessed by the Begg16 and Egger17 tests.

Results

Identification of studies

Of 474 unique citations, 447 were excluded either on initial
screening or after full review.

Twenty-seven randomized controlled trials met the
inclusion criteria and were retrieved for full critical
appraisal (Fig. 1). Three of these were excluded: a congress
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Publications identified by search engine
and through reference search n = 474

Publications not relevant based on title or abstract
(reviews, case reports, non-comparative studies,
retrospective studies, experimental studies) n = 273

Studies retrieved for full-text inspection n = 201

Excluded after reviewing full text: reviews,
non-comparative studies, retrospective studies,
editorials, description of techniques n = 174

Potentially appropriate RCTs identified
to be included in the meta-analysis n = 27

Excluded  n = 3
    Congress abstract published elsewhere n = 1
    Imprecise data n = 2

RCTs with usable information n = 24

Fig. 1 Flow chart showing the process of identification of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) for inclusion in the systematic review

Table 1 Characteristics of studies included in the main and sensitivity analyses

Reference Surgery Country Study interval Sample size

Studies included in the main analysis
Gilmore and Sanderson22 Abdominal surgery UK 1975* 144
Gilmore et al.23 Non-abdominal surgery UK 1977* 101
Galland et al.25 Laparotomy UK 1977* 76
Foster et al.26 Appendicectomy UK 1978 236
Rogers et al.27 General surgery USA 1979 187
Sindelar and Mason28 General surgery USA 1979* 500
Sindelar and Mason29 Laparotomy USA 1979* 168
Galle and Homesley30 Gynaecological malignancies USA 1980* 67
Walsh et al.21 Abdominal surgery Australia 1981* 627
Galland et al.24 Appendicectomy UK 1983* 200
Sherlock et al.31 Perforated or gangrenous appendicitis UK 1984* 75
Sindelar et al.32 Abdominal surgery USA 1985* 135
Chang et al.33 Spinal surgery Taiwan 2002–2003 244
Cheng et al.34 Spinal surgery Taiwan 2002–2003 414
Harihara et al.35 Gastric and colorectal surgery Japan 2004 107

Studies included in the sensitivity analysis
Gilmore and Martin36 Appendicectomy UK 1974 300
Stokes et al.37 Abdominal surgery UK 1975–1976 117
McCluskey38 Abdominal surgery Australia 1976* 110
Pollock et al.39 Abdominal surgery UK 1976 139
De Jong et al.40 Intra-abdominal surgery and inguinal hernia The Netherlands 1980–1981 558
Gray and Lee41 Abdominal surgery UK 1981* 153
Haig42 General surgery UK 1985* 126
Vallance and Waldron43 Laparotomy UK 1985* 34
Kokavec and Fristáková44 Orthopaedic surgery (children) Slovakia 2006–2007 162

*Publication date if study interval was not mentioned.

abstract18 later published in an article included in the
meta-analysis, one lacking the required data19, and one
that compared both shaving and irrigation but without
detailed data20. Fifteen of the remaining studies which

were graded as having a low risk of bias were included
in the main analysis21–35, and nine graded as having a
moderate risk of bias were included only in the sensitivity
analysis36–44. Owing to the nature of irrigation, blinding
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of surgeons was not possible, but wound assessment was
evaluated blind in seven of the 15 articles included in
the main analysis. Moreover, ten of 15 articles reported
methods to ensure allocation concealment.

Study characteristics

In total, 24 randomized controlled trials totalling 5004
patients met the inclusion criteria. The trials randomly
allocated 2465 patients to PVI lavage and 2539 patients
to no PVI. All included studies were parallel-design
randomized controlled trials. Sample sizes in the trials
ranged from 3443 to 62721 participants. The trials enrolled
men and women having both elective and emergency
surgery. One study dealing with orthopaedic surgery
included only children44.

Study characteristics and quality are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2. The 15 studies21–35 that better fulfilled
methodological requirements were included in the main
analysis, totalling 3281 patients: 1605 who had PVI and
1676 in the control group. Half of the studies (n = 12) were
from the UK22–26,31,36,37,39,41–43 , and five from North
America27–30,32. Most studies (n = 20) were published
before 199021–32,36–43; only four33–35,44 were published
after 2000 (Table 1).

In 13 studies, PVI was applied by irrigation
(Table 3); the control group was given saline in 11 of
these27–30,32–35,42–44 and in two studies38,40 the control
group was given nothing. In all studies dealing with irri-
gation and included in the main analysis, all patients in
the control group received saline lavage. In the 11 studies
where PVI was applied by spraying, the control group

Table 2 Methodological quality assessment of included trials

Reference
Adequate

randomization
Blind

evaluation
Explicit inclusion

and exclusion criteria
Baseline

similarities
Overall risk

of bias Comments

Studies included in the main
analysis

Gilmore and Sanderson22 Yes Single blind Unclear Yes Low
Gilmore et al.23 Yes Single blind Unclear Yes Low
Galland et al.25 Yes Single blind Yes Yes Low
Foster et al.26 Unclear Single blind Unclear Yes Low
Rogers et al.27 Yes Unclear Yes Unclear Low
Sindelar and Mason28 Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Low
Sindelar and Mason29 Unclear Unclear Yes Unclear Low
Galle and Homesley30 Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Low
Walsh et al.21 Yes Single blind Unclear Yes Low
Galland et al.24 Yes Single blind Yes Yes Low
Sherlock et al.31 Yes Single blind Yes Yes Low
Sindelar et al.32 Yes Unclear Yes Yes Low
Chang et al.33 Yes Unclear Yes Yes Low
Cheng et al.34 Yes Unclear Yes Yes Low
Harihara et al.35 Unclear Unclear Unclear Yes Low

Studies included in the sensitivity
analysis

Gilmore and Martin36 Yes Single blind Unclear Unclear Moderate If peritoneal lavage was
required, 0·9% saline or
0·05% chlorhexidine
solution was used

Stokes et al.37 Yes Single blind Unclear Unclear Moderate
McCluskey38 Yes Single blind Yes Yes Moderate Some patients excluded on

the basis of personal
preference or discretion of
the surgeon

Pollock et al.39 Yes Single blind Yes Unclear Moderate
De Jong et al.40 Unclear Unclear Yes Unclear Moderate Results presented as number

of site infections and not as
number of infected patients
(statistical unit)

Gray and Lee41 No Unclear Yes Yes Moderate Mistakes in randomization
Haig42 Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Moderate
Vallance and Waldron43 Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Moderate
Kokavec and Fristáková44 Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Moderate Not detailed
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Table 3 Details of povidone–iodine administration and control group treatment

Reference Control group PVI group* Time of PVI administration Further information on irrigation

Studies included in the main
analysis

Gilmore and Sanderson22 Propellant Spray (NR) After peritoneal closure Not adequate
Gilmore et al.23 Propellant Spray (NR) Before wound closure Not adequate
Galland et al.25 Nothing Spray (NR) After peritoneal closure and after

closing the skin
Not adequate

Foster et al.26 Nothing Spray (NR) After peritoneal closure Not adequate
Rogers et al.27 Saline Irrigation (10%) After fascia closure Irrigation for 1 min with saline,

followed by PVI irrigation in PVI
group

Sindelar and Mason28 Saline Irrigation (10%) After fascia closure Irrigation for 60 s
Sindelar and Mason29 Saline Irrigation (1%) Intraperitoneal irrigation Irrigation of peritoneal cavity for 60 s

with either 1000 ml PVI or saline
Galle and Homesley30 Saline Irrigation (NR) After fascia closure Irrigation with saline or PVI for 60 s
Walsh et al.21 Nothing Spray (5%) After peritoneal closure Not adequate
Galland et al.24 Nothing Spray (NR) After peritoneal closure and after

closing the skin
Not adequate

Sherlock et al.31 Nothing Spray (NR) After peritoneal closure Not adequate
Sindelar et al.32 Saline Irrigation (1%) Intraperitoneal irrigation 1000 ml irrigation
Chang et al.33 Saline Irrigation (0·35%) NR Irrigation with 2000 ml saline in both

groups preceded by PVI irrigation
for 3 min in PVI group

Cheng et al.34 Saline Irrigation (0·35%) NR Irrigation with 2000 ml saline in both
groups preceded by PVI irrigation
for 3 min in PVI group

Harihara et al.35 Saline Irrigation (NR) Before skin closure Irrigation with 500 ml saline in both
groups, followed by PVI application
using swabs in PVI group

Studies included in the sensitivity
analysis

Gilmore and Martin36 Nothing Spray (NR) After peritoneal closure Not adequate
Stokes et al.37 Nothing Spray (NR) After peritoneal closure and again

after complete closure of the
wound

Not adequate

McCluskey38 Nothing Irrigation (10%) After peritoneal closure 10 ml solution instilled into wound,
and a further 10 ml of the same
solution instilled when suture of
aponeurotic layers complete

Pollock et al.39 Saline Spray (NR) Before skin closure Not adequate
De Jong et al.40 Nothing Irrigation (first 1% and

second 10%)
Lavage after fascia closure Lavage for 1 min

Gray and Lee41 Nothing Spray (NR) Before wound closure Not adequate
Haig42 Saline Irrigation (10%) NR NR
Vallance and Waldron43 Saline Irrigation (NR) Before wound closure Irrigation with 100 ml saline, added

with 100 ml PVI in PVI group
Kokavec and Fristáková44 Saline Irrigation (0·35%) Before final wound closure PVI irrigation for 2–3 min

Dose of povidone–iodine (PVI) is shown in parentheses. NR, not reported

was given either nothing21,24–26,31,36,37,41, propellant22,23

or saline39. Where information was available, the con-
centration of PVI varied from 0·35 per cent33,34,44 to
10 per cent27,28,38,42 (Table 3).

Characteristics of surgical interventions

Most studies (n = 16) dealt with abdominal surgery21,22,32,

37–41, including gastric and colorectal surgery35, appen-

dicectomy24,26,31,36 and laparotomy25,29,43; the remainder
dealt with general surgery27,28,42, neurosurgery33,34,
gynaecological surgery30, orthopaedic surgery44 and non-
abdominal surgery23. (Table 1).

Antibiotic therapy was given inconsistently between the
different studies. All patients in each group were given
antibiotics in five studies24,29,33,34,44, but most often some
patients in each group received antibiotics and there were
no detailed data on SSI rate in relation to antibiotic use.
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Table 4 Point estimates of effect of intraoperative povidone–iodine application on surgical-site infection

SSI rate (%)

Reference PVI No PVI Relative risk

Studies included in the main analysis
Gilmore and Sanderson22 9 24 0·35 (0·15, 0·84)
Gilmore et al.23 0 4 0·22 (0·01, 4·48)
Galland et al.25 40 42 0·94 (0·55, 1·61)
Foster et al.26 24·4 23·1 1·06 (0·67, 1·67)
Rogers et al.27 5 10·9 0·43 (0·14, 1·29)
Sindelar and Mason28 2·9 15·1 0·19 (0·09, 0·42)
Sindelar and Mason29 1 10 0·12 (0·02, 0·94)
Galle and Homesley30 29 25 1·16 (0·53, 2·56)
Walsh et al.21 9·1 12·5 0·73 (0·46, 1·14)
Galland et al.24 14 13·3 1·03 (0·51, 2·07)
Sherlock et al.31 15 25 0·62 (0·24, 1·56)
Sindelar et al.32 3 13 0·23 (0·05, 1·01)
Chang et al.33 0 4·8 0·08 (0·00, 1·40)
Cheng et al.34 0 3·4 0·07 (0·00, 1·15)
Harihara et al.35 15 15 0·98 (0·40, 2·42)

Studies included in the sensitivity analysis
Gilmore and Martin36 8·1 15·9 0·51 (0·26, 0·98)
Stokes et al.37 20 34 0·59 (0·31, 1·11)
McCluskey38 38 26 1·45 (0·82, 2·54)
Pollock et al.39 26 35 0·74 (0·45, 1·24)
De Jong et al.40 12·9 13·3 0·97 (0·64, 1·48)
Gray and Lee41 10 24 0·40 (0·18, 0·90)
Haig42 22 59 0·38 (0·23, 0·64)
Vallance and Waldron43 71 70 1·02 (0·66, 1·58)
Kokavec and Fristáková44 0 3 0·16 (0·01, 3·37)

Values in parentheses are 95 per cent confidence intervals. SSI, surgical-site infection; PVI, povidone–iodine.

Table 5 Summary estimates of pooled relative risk of intraoperative povidone–iodine application in subgroup analyses

No. of patients* Effect Heterogeneity

Subgroup analysis PVI Control Pooled RR† P P I2

Main analysis21–35 1605 (8·0) 1676 (13·4) 0·58 (0·40, 0·83) 0·003 0·002 54
Sensitivity analysis including articles with moderate risk of bias21–44 2465 (10·5) 2539 (16·6) 0·64 (0·51, 0·82) < 0·001 < 0·001 55
According to method of administration

Spray21–26,31 717 (13·5) 742 (17·0) 0·81 (0·62, 1·05) 0·110 0·327 12
Irrigation27–30,32–35 888 (3·5) 934 (10·5) 0·35 (0·16, 0·75) 0·007 0·005 61

According to type of surgery
Abdominal surgery21,22,24–26,29,31,32,35 870 (12·4) 898 (16·7) 0·74 (0·54, 1·01) 0·058 0·121 35
General surgery27,28 328 (3·3) 359 (13·9) 0·24 (0·13, 0·44) < 0·001 0·244 26
Neurosurgery33,34 328 (0) 330 (3·9) 0·07 (0·01, 0·55) 0·011 0·928 < 25

According to publication date
Before 199021–32 1223 (9·8) 1293 (15·7) 0·59 (0·41, 0·87) 0·007 0·004 58
After 200033–35 382 (2·1) 383 (5·5) 0·23 (0·02, 2·25) 0·210 0·039 57

According to timing of PVI application
Before wound closure23,29,32,35 249 (4·4) 262 (10·7) 0·36 (0·12, 1·13) 0·080 0·127 43
After wound closure21,22,24–28,30,31 1028 (11·4) 1084 (16·9) 0·67 (0·46, 0·97) 0·035 0·006 61

According to antibiotic administration
Studies in which all patients received antibiotics24,29,33,34 503 (2·8) 523 (6·9) 0·21 (0·04, 1·29) 0·093 0·017 63

According to the definition of SSI
Purulent discharge or micro-organism21–23,27,28,31 793 (6·4) 841 (14·1) 0·43 (0·26, 0·71) 0·001 0·084 47

According to the depth of infection
Superficial infection32–34 365 (0·3) 368 (1·1) 0·34 (0·05, 2·09) 0·244 0·985 < 25
Deep infection29,32–34 445 (0·7) 456 (6·6) 0·13 (0·05, 0·37) < 0·001 0·852 < 25

Values in parentheses are *percentage with surgical-site infection (SSI) and †95 per cent confidence intervals. PVI, povidone–iodine; RR relative risk.
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Reference Relative risk Relative risk

Gilmore and Sanderson22

Gilmore et al.23

Galland et al.25

Foster et al.26

Rogers et al.27

Sindelar and Mason28

Sindelar and Mason29

Galle and Homesley30

Walsh et al.21

Galland et al.24

Sherlock et al.31

Sindelar et al.32

Chang et al.33

Cheng et al.34

Harihara et al.35

Gilmore and Martin36

Vallance and Waldron43

Kokavec and Fristáková44

Overall

Stokes et al.37

McCluskey38

Pollock et al.39

De Jong et al.40

Gray and Lee41

Haig42

0·35 (0·15, 0·84)

0·22 (0·01, 4·48)

0·94 (0·55, 1·61)

1·06 (0·67, 1·67)
0·43 (0·14, 1·29)

0·19 (0·09, 0·42)

0·12 (0·02, 0·94)

1·16 (0·53, 2·56)

0·73 (0·46, 1·14)

1·03 (0·51, 2·07)

0·62 (0·24, 1·56)

0·23 (0·05, 1·01)

0·08 (0·00, 1·40)

0·07 (0·00, 1·15)

0·98 (0·40, 2·42)

0·51 (0·26, 0·98)

0·59 (0·31, 1·11)

1·45 (0·82, 2·54)

0·74 (0·45, 1·24)

0·97 (0·64, 1·48)

0·40 (0·18, 0·90)

0·38 (0·23, 0·64)

1·02 (0·66, 1·58)

0·16 (0·01, 3·37)

0·64 (0·51, 0·82)

0·1 1 10

Favours PVI Relative risk Favours no PVI

Fig. 2 Forest plot of studies included in the meta-analysis using a random-effects model. Relative risks are shown with 95 per cent
confidence intervals. The vertical dashed line represents the summary estimate. PVI, povidone–iodine

Surgical-site infection rates

In studies included in the main analysis, the SSI rate varied
from 0 per cent23,33,34 to 40 per cent25 in the PVI group,
and from 3·4 per cent34 to 42 per cent25 in the control
group (Table 4); the overall SSI rate was 8·0 per cent in
the PVI group and 13·4 per cent in the control group.
Intraoperative PVI application led to a significant decrease
in SSI (RR 0·58, 0·40 to 0·83; P = 0·003). A sensitivity
analysis including articles with a lower methodological
quality led to consistent results, with an underestimation
of the treatment effect (Table 5, Fig. 2).

When the analysis was further stratified by the method
of PVI administration, the decrease in SSI rate remained
statistically significant for PVI irrigation versus saline
irrigation (10·5 to 3·5 per cent; P = 0·007). A similar trend
was observed for PVI spraying: the SSI rate dropped from
17·0 per cent in the control group to 13·5 per cent in the
PVI group (P = 0·110).

Further subgroup analyses led to consistent results for
the type of surgery, publication dates, the timing of

4

2

0
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R
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at
iv

e 
ris

k

0 0·5 1·0 1·5

Standard error of relative risk

Fig. 3 Funnel plot to assess publication bias in the meta-analysis

application of PVI and for deep infections (Table 5). In
abdominal surgery, general surgery and neurosurgery, the
SSI rate was significantly lower in the PVI group than
in the control group. Whether the antiseptic was applied
before or after wound closure, PVI was always associated
with a significant decrease in SSI rate compared with that
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in the control group. In studies published before 1990, the
SSI rate was significantly lower in the PVI group; the trend
was less marked in articles published since 2000 (2·1 versus
5·5 per cent; P = 0·210).

Analysis of the funnel plot (Fig. 3) suggested that
small studies in which there was no benefit from PVI
administration were less often published. However, Begg’s
and Egger’s tests were not statistically significant.

Discussion

The present meta-analysis provided useful information
on the overall protective effect of intraoperative PVI
application in the prevention of SSI. The pooled results
from all trials that assessed the effect of intraoperative
application versus no antiseptic showed a statistically
significant reduction in SSI rates. These results accord
with a previous literature review by Chundamala and
colleagues9, who assessed PVI irrigation only, using
both randomized and non-randomized trials, but without
quantifying this effect. More recently, the NICE SSI
guidelines recommended abandoning wound irrigation or
intracavity lavage12. Nevertheless, their different subgroup
analyses, although they included a smaller number of
studies, were in accordance with the present results.
The NICE analyses dealt with several antiseptics: PVI,
taurolidine and acidic oxidative potential water. Regarding
PVI specifically, NICE undertook different analyses. The
first dealt only with the study by Sindelar and Mason28

which compared saline with PVI irrigation, and in which
a significant reduction in SSI was observed. The second
analysis dealt with antiseptic lavage; NICE pooled data
from the studies of Sindelar and colleagues32 and Baker
et al.45, but the former used PVI whereas the latter used
taurolidine. The third analysis was performed on three
trials21,31,41 that compared PVI spray versus control, and
the latest was conducted on one recent trial dealing with
PVI application35. However, the present analysis included
further trials dealing with PVI spray22–26,36,37,39, and
three other recent trials of PVI irrigation33,34,44. Overall,
inclusion and exclusion criteria were not very detailed in
the NICE review, and the most recent studies were not
included. Moreover, it was recommended that, although
topical PVI spray or wound irrigation may reduce the
incidence of SSI, PVI should not be applied during surgery.
NICE argued that PVI is licensed only for intact skin,
although it is used widely on open wounds.

The present analysis quantified the effect of PVI on
the rate of postoperative SSI through a meta-analysis
that took into account a large number of randomized
controlled trials. Among the 24 studies included, six showed

a significant reduction in SSI rate when intraoperative
PVI was used22,28,29,36,41,42. The 18 other studies did not
show any significant differences between the two groups,
although for most the observed SSI rate was lower in the
PVI group than in the control group. For five studies,
however, SSIs were more common in the PVI group,
although this was not significant statistically24,26,30,38,43.
In three24,26,43 the difference in SSI rates was very
small (0·4–1·4 per cent), which might be explained by
sampling fluctuations. One study30 included only women
with gynaecological malignancy. There might have been
a selection bias in the study with the most important
difference between PVI and control groups38, as some
patients were excluded on the basis of personal preference
or discretion of the surgeon. This is why McCluskey’s
study38 was included in the sensitivity analysis only.

The present study confirmed the effectiveness of PVI
irrigation in reducing SSIs. As regards PVI spraying,
the statistically non-significant differences observed may
be explained by a lack of numbers, as the power to
detect a significant decrease in SSI rate between the
PVI and control groups was only 42 per cent with the
available sample.

Included trials were heterogeneous with respect to
population enrolled, antibiotic administration and timing
of PVI administration. To take into account this
heterogeneity, a random-effects model was used to
combine the trial results. The subgroup analyses also
allowed better homogeneity between the studies according
to different parameters.

The endpoint used in the present meta-analysis was
the presence of SSI. Definitions of SSI varied between
trials. In most, SSI was diagnosed either when there
was a purulent discharge or a serosanguinous discharge
with positive bacterial culture21–23,27,28,31,36,38,40 . In other
studies SSI was defined as a purulent discharge24,25,30,41,43

or as intra-abdominal abscesses29, whereas some authors
either did not define SSI32,35,39,42 or invented their own
definition33,34,37. The subgroup analysis on the six trials
with the best methodological quality and using a similar
and less restrictive definition21–23,27,28,31 confirmed the
effectiveness of PVI irrigation.

In most studies, SSI was assessed on wound
inspection by an observer blinded to the treat-
ment allocation21–26,31,36–39. Follow-up varied from
1 month21,24,26,27,36,38,39,42,43 to 3 months28,33,34, when
reported. Sindelar and colleagues32 also relied on clinical
observation. Patients with suspected abscesses underwent
surgical exploration. An autopsy was done on patients who
died before the end of the 3-month observation. As SSI
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covered both deep and superficial infections, a further sub-
group analysis was performed according to the depth of
infection. PVI application significantly reduced the rate of
deep infection, yet no significant difference was observed
regarding superficial infections. Infections were rare and
the study population was small.

As most of the identified studies were published before
1990, surgical procedures will have changed. Trials were
included provided that they were well designed, whatever
their publication date. Even if surgical practices have
changed, subgroup analysis of recent trials gave consistent
results. Although the difference was not statistically
significant in this subgroup analysis, this result supported
the hypothesis that intraoperative PVI application might
also reduce SSI rates in contemporary surgery. The three
most recent randomized controlled studies totalled only
765 patients, with SSI rates of 2·1 per cent after PVI versus
5·5 per cent for the control group.

The included studies dealt with several types of surgery.
Wound contamination (clean, clean-contaminated, con-
taminated or dirty) is a well known factor for SSI. Unfor-
tunately, it was not possible to conduct subgroup analysis
according to wound classification as this information was
not always available; even when it was, randomization was
seldom stratified. In all subgroups studied, PVI was associ-
ated with a lower SSI rate, for general surgery, abdominal
surgery or neurosurgery, irrespective of antibiotic admin-
istration and timing of antiseptic application.

PVI is a well tolerated antiseptic; the main risks are
related to thyroid function9. In the systematic review, no
serious harm was reported in any included article. Other
antiseptics used in surgery are chlorhexidine gluconate and
sodium hypochloride. The present literature search did
not identify any controlled trials that aimed to compare
the SSI rate with sodium hypochloride versus no antiseptic.
Regarding chlorhexidine, this antiseptic should not be
applied to mucosal surfaces, and therefore cannot be used
in intraoperative lavage or irrigation.

The limitations of the present study stemmed from the
design of the individual trials as well as the methods of
meta-analysis. First, several included trials lacked adequate
allocation concealment, mainly owing to inaccuracy of
allocation method; the use of intention-to-treat analysis
remained unclear in many trials. Poor reporting of trial
methodology meant that trial quality could not be assessed
precisely. However, only the best studies were used in
the main and subgroup analyses in order to get the
most reliable results. The results were always consistent;
exclusion of studies of lower methodological quality led to
minor differences and to an overestimation of the RR.

Second, all meta-analyses are inherently vulnerable to
publication bias. This was minimized by searching sources
of both published and unpublished data. In particular, the
literature search was performed without any restriction on
language or publication date. Moreover, neither Begg’s
nor Egger’s test was indicative of a publication bias.

The present analysis suggests that the use of intraoper-
ative PVI may reduce rates of SSI. As there are few recent
studies and surgical practices may have changed, con-
temporary, adequately powered and well designed clinical
trials, stratified according to antibiotic administration and
wound contamination, with an updated and standardized
definition of SSI, are needed to confirm these results.
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